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Executive Briefing
Spirent Temeva On-Prem (ToP) is a revolutionary new platform, providing convenient access to all 

your network and cloud testing needs.  With Temeva On-Prem, all Temeva services and apps are 

deployed on-premises in order to satisfy the needs of organizations that have policy-based reasons 

for keeping all data within their private network boundaries.

The following guide provides setup instructions to help get Temeva On-Prem up and running as 

quickly as possible.  Please refer to the Temeva Setup Guide for a functional overview of Temeva.

Required Download Artifacts
In order to properly configure a Temeva On-Prem setup, the following steps must be completed: 

• Deploy a Temeva Virtual Machine initialized as a Temeva On-Prem instance

• Deploy at least one Temeva Virtual Machine initialized as an app instance for each app that 

you’d like to setup.  Multiple application instances of the same type may be required in order 

to support organizations with lots of users.

• Install Entitlements

Deploying a Temeva On-Prem instance as well as app instances is easy.  This can be done by 

deploying multiple Temeva Virtual Machines and using customized workflows in the setup wizard to 

get things configured as quickly as possible.  

Required artifacts can be downloaded via the On-Prem Downloads page inside an organization’s 

temeva.com portal.

 

The artifacts required will depend on the initialization method selected in the setup:  

• Offline Initialization
 — Temeva Virtual Machine (ova, qcow2, raw, vhd)

 — Activation File (json)

 — Application Updates (tgz)

• Connected Initialization
 — Temeva Virtual Machine (ova, qcow2, raw, vhd) 

• Initialize as an Application Instance
 — Temeva Virtual Machine (ova, qcow2, raw, vhd) 
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Deploying Temeva Virtual Machines
To get started, deploy the Temeva Virtual Machine in your hypervisor of choice (VMware is the 

preferred default).  Depending on how it will be configured, minimum requirements for the virtual 

machine are as follows:

Configured As: # of Cores RAM Hard Drive

Temeva On-Prem Instance 4 4 GB 20 GB

Application Instance 2 2 GB 6 GB

Wait for the VM to boot up and for the IP address to be displayed on the VM’s admin console:

You may be required to hit the enter key in order to refresh the console window if the IP doesn’t 

automatically show up after a minute or so.  

When the IP address is displayed, browse to the configured address in the latest version of either 

Chrome, Firefox or Safari to access the setup wizard.  If you get a 503 error, simply wait a minute to 

allow all the required services on the VM to start up properly and then refresh the page.  You should 

eventually see the Temeva On-Prem Setup wizard.
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Temeva On-Prem Setup Wizard

The setup wizard offers 2 types of workflows.  One to configure a Temeva On-Prem instance and 

the other to configure an application instancs.  Let’s begin by deploying a Temeva On-Prem (ToP) 

instance.  

ToP Instance—Offline Initialization Method

The offline initialization method should be used when there is no Internet connection available.  It 

contains the following configurable steps:

• Organization

• Hostname

• Admin Account

• SMTP Relay

• Storage

• Analytics

• Apps

Since this workflow is intended for private labs without internet access, the activation file as well 

as application updates for each application type that will be deployed (CloudStress, TrafficCenter, 

MethodologyCenter, etc) must be downloaded ahead of time from the customer’s temeva.com 

portal.
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To get started, select the “Temeva Offline Initialization” workflow and click Next to continue.
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Organization

A ToP instance needs to know what temeva.com organization it belongs to for a couple of reasons:

• Entitlements are signed so that they can only be used by a specific organization.  If the 

organizations don’t match, the entitlement install operation will fail.   

• If a Temeva On-Prem instance has an active Internet connection, it can easily notify users 

when updates are available on its temeva.com portal.  Although update are not automatically 

downloaded or applied, the update process essentially becomes a 1-button click operation 

via the Temeva On-Prem admin page. 
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The Temeva activation file provides the following information:

• Temeva.com organization name and ID

• Supported email domains.  Users must provide their email address as part of the onboarding 

process.  They will then receive an activation email containing a validation link that must be 

used in order to activate their accounts. 

 

Click the browse button and locate your activation file.  A summary will be displayed highlighting 

among other things, all the supported email domains from the associated temeva.com organization.  

You can modify the list of email domains that should be supported via this Temeva On-Prem instance 

and click Next to continue.
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Hostname

The Hostname page allows you to configure the Hostname and URL for your Temeva On-Prem 

instance.  You can’t use an IP address as a hostname.  However, if your network doesn’t have a DNS 

server you can simply use the IP address of the Temeva On-Prem VM as the URL.
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Admin Account

 

This step allows you to create the first administrator account on the Temeva On-Prem instance.  

Simply pick which email domain to use and enter the required information.  

Click Next to configure SMTP.
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SMTP 

SMTP is required in order for the Temeva On-Prem instance to send out activation and password 

reset emails to users.  Having SMTP configured will provide the best user experience.

However, it’s quite possible that an SMTP server/relay is not available on the network where things 

are being deployed and therefore, SMTP can easily be disabled.  Keep in mind that all user accounts 

will have to be manually created by an administrator while SMTP is disabled.

If you choose to enable SMTP, simply configure the applicable settings and click the  “Send Test 

Email” button.
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A test email will then be sent to the address provided on the admin account page:

 

Click Next to configure Storage.
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Storage

There are 3 storage options.  NFS and SMB are the preferred options which allow you to store all 

user data (tests, reports, logs, configuration profiles, etc) on network attached storage.  Configure 

the applicable options and click the Validate button. The specified location will be tested (read/write 

access verified) and the available disk space will be returned:

The Local storage option will store all user data in the Temeva On-Prem VM.  This is the least favorable 

option for many reasons and should only be used for demo purposes.  It should be noted that 

regardless of the storage method selected, backups are the user’s responsibility.

Click Next to move to the Analytics step.
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Analytics

This page allows you to opt-in/out of Spirent Analytics.  When enabled, diagnostics and usage data 

will be collected in order to improve our products and services.  

Click the “Apply Configuration Settings” button to continue.
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Apply

When the apply is done, your Temeva On-Prem instance is ready to be used.  

Apps must be installed on your Temeva On-Prem instance in order to be able to deploy application 

instances.  Users who choose to skip this final step can install apps at a later time via the Temeva On-

Prem settings page:
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Apps

To install an application, click the browse button and locate the application update files that were 

previously downloaded from your temeva.com organization.  You can select multiple files to install 

more than 1 application at the same time:
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When presented with the summary of selected files, you can click the X buttons to remove items from 

the list:
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Click the Upload and Install button to begin installing the app.  You will see separate progress for 

both the upload and install operations. 

Additional apps can be installed at a later time via the Temeva On-Prem admin page.  Click the Next 

button to complete the setup.
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Setup Complete

Click Enter Temeva to log into your Temeva On-Prem instance.  Once you’ve accepted the Temeva 

Terms of Service, you will be taken to the Application Manager where the installed applications 

should be displayed.
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ToP Instance—Connected Initialization Method

The connected initialization method should be used when there is an Internet connection available.  

This is the preferred setup choice since it only requires the Temeva Virtual Machine in order to 

deploy an entire setup.  All other required artifacts (activation file, app updates) will be automatically 

downloaded as needed by the setup wizard. 

This setup workflow is identical to the offline initialization with the exception of the Organization and 

Apps steps.  Therefore, those are the only steps that will be highlighted in this section.  Refer to the 

Offline Initialization Method section for details on other steps.

To get started, select the Temeva Connected Initialization tile and click the Next button to continue.
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Organization

Enter your temeva.com information and then click the sign in button.  
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Once signed in to the specified organization on temeva.com, a summary will be displayed 

highlighting among other things, all the supported email domains from the specified temeva.com 

organization.  You can modify the list of email domains that should be supported via this Temeva On-

Prem instance and click Next to continue.

Configure the following steps as described in the Offline Initialization Method section:

• Hostname

• Admin Account

• SMTP Relay

• Storage

• Analytics

Once the Apply step is complete, you are now ready to install Apps. 
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Apps

In the connected initialization workflow, all of the applications available in the temeva.com portal will 

automatically be displayed.  Simply choose the apps you want to install and click the “Install Selected 

Apps” button to continue:

The selected apps will be downloaded from temeva.com and installed on the Temeva On-Prem 

instance.  A summary will be displayed when all installations are complete.  Click Next to complete 

the setup.
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Init as an Application Instance

Now that your Temeva On-Prem instance is setup, the next step is to deploy application instances.  

You must deploy a new Temeva Virtual Machine for each application instance you’d like to have 

running in your setup.  Simply follow the instructions listed in the Deploying Temeva Virtual Machines 

section and select the “Initialize as an Application Instance” option in the setup wizard.  

Click Next to continue.
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Sign In

In this step, we need to sign in to the Temeva On-Prem instance in to pick which application 

type we’d like to deploy.  Since this workflow allows you to add app instances to a temeva.com 

organization or a Temeva On-Prem setup, start by clicking the Temeva On-Prem toggle button at the 

top.  Enter the URL or IP of your Temeva On-Prem instance as well as the admin credentials and click 

“Sign In” to continue.  The Temeva On-Prem Organization info will be presented upon successful sign 

in.  

 

Click Next to continue.
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App

Select the application type that you’d like to deploy and click the “Install Selected App” button:

The selected application files will be copied from the Temeva On-Prem instance and then installed on 

the application instance VM.  
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When the installation is complete, you will be presented with an installation summary.  Click 

the “Enter Temeva” button to proceed to the Temeva Application Manager, where the installed 

application instance will be displayed:
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Installing Entitlements
Entitlements must be installed on a Temeva On-Prem instance in order to run tests.  This can be done 

at any time before or after deploying application instances.  

Self-serve tooling via the Temeva Licensing Manager in the temeva.com organizations will allow users 

to handle all their entitlement hosting needs in the near future.  Until then, customers must request 

hosted entitlements from the Temeva support team (temeva-support@spirent.com).  The Temeva On-

Prem instance ID, which is available in the On-Prem Settings page is required for the hosting process.  

When sending your request for entitlements to the Temeva support team, please indicate which 

entitlements you’d like to have hosted and include the Temeva On-Prem instance ID in your request.  

Entitlements are signed such that they can only be used on the Temeva On-Prem instance and 

organization they were intended for.  Therefore, you cannot install the same entitlement in multiple 

organizations or Temeva On-Prem instances

Entitlements can be installed via the Licensing Manager Entitlements tab.  

 

mailto:temeva-support%40spirent.com?subject=
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Click the “Install Entitlements” button and select the hosted entitlement bundle you received from 

the Temeva support team.  

Successfully installed entitlements will then be visible in the Entitlement History view:

 

Congratulations, your Temeva On-Prem setup is now complete and your deployed applications are 

ready for use.  Happy testing!!
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Temeva On-Prem Installation Checklist
1  Required Download Artifacts:

a. Offline Initialization

i  Temeva Virtual Machine (ova, qcow2, raw, vhd)

ii  Activation File (json)

iii  Application Updates (tgz)

b. Connected Initialization

i  Temeva Virtual Machine (ova, qcow2, raw, vhd) 

c  Initialize as an Application Instance

i  Temeva Virtual Machine (ova, qcow2, raw, vhd) 

2  Valid hostname and URL 

3  Admin account information

4  SMTP server/relay information

5  Storage details

a. SMB or NFS settings

6  Entitlement files for deployed applications
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